Common misconceptions about the ancient Celts
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1. “The Celts were barbarians”
They were in fact a great civilisation that
lasted for centuries.
Organised in a decentralised but perfectly
functional network, they built the frst major
European roads (later reused by the
Romans) and established fourishing seatrade routes.
They can be seen as the most “progressive”
People of their time, where women had the
same rights as men, including the right to
own land, divorce, become leaders, warriors,
religious fgures, etc. In fact, they had a wellestablished common legal system and
institutions.
They lived in comfortable settlements, with
Above: artistic reconstruction of the entrance to a Galician Celtic castro (hillfort or
saunas and houses decorated in lively
settlement) / Source: Paco Boluda.
colours. They liked to dress in fne and
sophisticated clothes too, as well as wearing beautifully detailed jewelry. Their metalworks were
second to none, demonstrating extreme skillfulness and familiarity with advanced geometry.
They were superb poets and musicians, well versed in the knowledge of mathematics, astronomy and
philosophy (as stated by the Greeks), a knowledge which was shared all over Keltia (the whole of the
Celtic world).
Left: possible colouring
of a Pedra Formosa, that
is, an actual entrance to
a Galician Celtic sauna,
present in many castros.
Source: Paco Boluda.

Above: artistic reconstruction of a Galician Celtic house,
where diferent rooms would be adjacent but
diferentiated / Source: Paco Boluda.

2. “The Celts were bloodthirsty and constantly at war”
They were mostly traders.
They were indeed well prepared for war, in case they needed to defend themselves (specially since
they tended to live in relatively small communities), but evidence mounts as to they preferred to
establish friendly connections and open communication routes.
Confict could arise on occasion in relation to cattle raiding and other forms of minor fghting
between individuals or bands, but full scale war among Celts was rare and often appeased by
diplomatic eforts. Sporting competitions and “heroic” personal duels were frequently used to
resolve disputes.
By the way, they didn’t run naked like crazy into battle either. They had proper swords, shields,
spears, helmets and armours. Professional warriors were organised and used ranks. They were said to
be quite corageous though, on the verge of fearless, but they were not lunatics.

3. “The Celts did not write”
Greek historian Diodorus of Sicily (1stC BCE)
mentions how the Celts “threw written
letters” into the funerary pyres as a way of
sending fnal words to the dead. So they knew
what writing was.
Having said that, writing was probably
considered sacred, secret, or both, used only
for rather important issues. Celtic writings,
whatever form they took, had to be very
scarce and thus lost forever as they were
probably made in perishable material.
Above: restored tablet of what’s left of the Coligny Calendar, the
Then again, annotations had to be made and
most important evidence of a Celtic-Gaulish calendar.
records of their vast mathematical and
Source: Wikipedia.
astronomical knowledge had to be kept
somehow, as illustrated in the Coligny Calendar for example.
Furthermore, the relatively sudden apparition of Ogham writing in Ireland around the 4 thC of our era
indicates that this alphabet arose from another (unknown) scrip, evidencing that writing was known
in Celtic languages but it was at that stage when it was “allowed” to take form in stone engravings
indicating personal names, property limits, etc.
4. “The Celts came from Central Europe”
The Celts are indigenous to Atlantic Europe.
The old ‘Invasion Model’ - according to which
Indo-European peoples settled in Central Europe
and then migrated to other parts of the continent
thus giving origin to what would be known as the
Celts - has been debunked. It was logical and
useful in its time as a working theory, but current
research increasingly favours the so-called ‘Celtic
from the West’ view.
Celtic legends already told us so, and now
archaeological, linguistic and genetic studies
illustrate how the ethnogenesis of the Celts was a
gradual process that took place on the south and Above: thanks to modern techniques and research we are gaining a
western fringe of Atlantic Europe.
deeper understanding on the origins and evolution of the Celts
Source: Cunlife (2010)
Actually, according to the Paleolithic Continuity
Paradigm (PCP), Celtic culture was born around the area of today’s Galicia and Northern Portugal.
5. “The Celts practised human sacrifces and slavery”
There is simply not enough evidence for this, despite of what the Romans said.
Human sacrifces were probably mistaken for executions, which could take a ritual appearance given
the gravity of the situation. For instance, Gauls conducted those once every fve years, hence giving
the false impression that a group of people was being ritually sacrifced for whatever reason. In any
case, executions were rare and primarily induced by the most serious crime: failing to defend one’s
tribe if attacked.
Likewise, in order to understand the “slavery” issue we must take into consideration that Celtic Law
was not based on punishment but rather on restoration. Therefore, a fault or a crime always had to
be repaid proportionally in the most direct manner. For example, a murder might be repaid by
becoming a servant for the family of the deceased. Then, “slavery” in old Celtic societies must be
seen more like a penalty rather than an institution.
6. “The Celts played bagpipes”
Big trumpets and horns, yes, percussion too, and defnitely harps, but not bagpipes.
In truth, there is no mention to bagpipes until much later in time. They were allegedly frst introduced
in Europe by the Romans in 1stC CE, but even that is uncertain and no further mentions can be found

until the 9thC. Galician bagpipes are unequivocally documented from the mid 13 thC and Scottish from
the 16thC.
Bagpipes and similar instruments are quite common around the world, so there’s nothing exclusive
about them. Nonetheless, they have been fully incorporated into modern Celtic folklore and visuals.
No harm there, they sound and look nice.
7. “The Druids were mystical beings with magic powers”
And they rode unicorns too. Not.
The Celts were not a perfect ideal society, as it is often
portrayed in some naive New-Age-ish narratives. They had their
faws, their setbacks and their contradictions, like anybody else.
Same applies to their leaders, who were obviously human.
Still, their intellectual elite, the Druids, were highly respected
and were considered to be a cut above the rest in terms of
reputation. Let’s imagine the combination of a doctor, a judge, a
priest, a diplomat, an artist, a scientist and a teacher… A Druid
would represent all that for a Celt.
Their education and training was beyond rigorous and their
authority derived from both their enormous knowledge and
from their vow of service: a Druid worked for his or her
community, to help and guide others, and for the overall
preservation of their culture and beliefs. More often than not, a
King or Queen had to consult a Druid before taking any
important decision.
They were a pan-Celtic institution in themselves; as a matter of Above: Modern Druids do glamorous things
fact they were obliged to travel and visit other Celtic lands in
like… setting up the hall for the Magusto
(Celtic New Year) dinner. Go fgure.
their formative years and were always allowed free safe
Source: IDG (2014)
passage. No harm could be done to them.
Thus it is easy to see why they were so revered back in the day, how they were feared by the Romans
(Julius Caesar considered them the “real” enemy behind the Celtic warriors) and how they impressed
the Greek philosophers.
PS. This is also why we at the IDG consider that the title “Druid” (Durvate) cannot be used lightly – it is a very big word!
- and must be earned based on demonstrated dedication and study, plus peer and community recognition.

8. “The Celts were native Europeans, therefore a ‘traditional’ and ‘white’ culture”
Nonsense.
Those pretending to link the Celts to twisted notions such as “white
power”, “conservatism” and the likes really don’t have the faintest idea
about what they are talking about.
The Celts were ethnically similar basically because they would mingle
with each other due to obvious geographical proximity, but they still
showed internal diversity and certainly were an immensely practical
People.
Celtic culture had no problem assimilating traits of others if that meant
an improvement. As traders, they liked to import new goods and tools,
same with new ideas if they were deemed positive.
No record exists where they would ostracise anyone based solely on
appearance. On the contrary, Hospitality (welcoming the visitor or the
stranger who comes in peace) is a fundamental piece of Celtic ethics; it is
considered one of the cornerstones of proper social Celtic behaviour.
Likewise, their vision on marriage, family and sex (including homosexual
and bisexual practices) has nothing to do with what today is understood
as “traditional”.
Modern bigotry would have certainly shocked them, as much as Celtic
values did shock the socially backward – in comparison – Roman and
Greek societies, let alone Christians...

Above: Idealised representation of Irish
hero Cú Chulainn carrying his lover
Ferdiad after killing him by “thrusting a
secret weapon up his anus”. Yep.
Source: Wikipedia / Ernest Wallcousins
(1905)

9. “Celtic knots are genuinely Celtic”
Everybody, well, almost everybody, likes Celtic art.
Artwork is probably one of the most enduring legacies of the
Celts, although many automatically link Celtic art to the famous
Above: Basic “Celtic” knotwork.
Celtic knot. However, part of what we perceive as Celtic art
Source: Wikipedia.
today may have other infuences. Celtic knots as we know them
seem to have taken that specifc form around the early middle ages. Yet, it looks like the proportions
and taste for geometrical patterns do come from ancient times. In a way, Celtic knots might be an
evolution of the original artwork, mixed with symbols used by the actual frst Celts.

Above: elaboration and reconstruction of early Celtic-Galician decorations based on actual archaeological remains.
Source : Paco Boluda.

10. “I am a Celt because...”
I speak a Celtic language? I come from one of the Celtic
countries? Someone in my family did? I’m tall and blonde and
have blue eyes? Maybe. Maybe not.
Culture is a complex afair, and so is cultural identity. A live
culture is made up of a number of key elements such as
language, literature and folklore, but also by not so obvious
things such as the settlement pattern (how you use and shape
the space around you), personal and social perceptions of said
space, shared history, laws (stance on what is fair/unfair,
legal/illegal, proper/improper), psychological traits, humour,
worldview, spiritual beliefs, etc. And of course self-identifcation.
In short, being a Celt in the 21 stC is gaining awareness of that
ancient heritage – all those elements combined – and
persevering in keeping it alive. Being a Celt implies, then,
studying, learning, respecting that past, but also getting in the
right mindset to live that identity in an educated and reasonable
manner, adapted to the times we live in.
So don’t take your Celtic heritage for granted in case you already
have it because you still have to cherish and cultivate all the
mentioned aspects. And don’t think you’re not a Celt because
you have no direct heritage… maybe you do get what being a
Celt truly is better than the rest of us!
Oh, most Celts were not that tall and did have dark hair. Don’t
fall for silly physical stereotypes, they don’t work now and they
didn’t back then either.

Above: ‘Modern Celtic Realm’
Source: National Geographic (2006)

